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The aim of the article is to explore the complex ideas on political power in the way on which these ones reflected
in the British public polemics in the late XVIII century. For its comprehensive understanding the author raises a
range of questions, usually kept in silence within the context or swept beyond it. The particular attention is given
to the materials of public sermons, which has been taught by the Tory and the Whigs bishops. As a result, the
article depicts that these sermons should be treated as an important and still just slightly discovered part of the
public polemics and political discourse in the late XVIII century.
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The deployment of Tory ideas regarding the origin of political authority and the obligation of
obedience were accompanied by a distancing from the more extreme tenets of indefeasible hereditary
right and an unbound prerogative. Yet emphasis on the preservative nature of the Glorious Revolution
ensured that outlining the powers which the crown did retain, and its exact relationship to parliament,
could still ignite controversy when it came to discussing the constitution established by law. This
section will argue that secular discourses which contributed to the development of a distinct Tory
identit focused on the integral role of the monarch in Britain s constitutional arrangement. B doing
so, these writers sought to protect the existent powers of the crown from popular encroachment. Yet,
like the religious discourses discussed previously, secular discourses reconciled this pro-monarchical
agenda with the Glorious Revolution, particularl the concept that the crown s power should not e ist
unbound. Consequently, the abandonment of old Tory notions of arbitrary, absolute monarchical
power enabled the Tory identity to be renegotiated and integrated with conservative Whig defences
of monarchical power.
In the opinion of David Eastwood, William Blackstone, in his landmark Commentary on the Laws
of England (1765-1769), «offered an essentially Tory reading of the history of the Glorious
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Revolution, denying that the readjustment in the line of succession should be seen as having
effectively subordinated the crown to the parliament, still less that it intruded any element of popular
sovereignty into the constitution» [1].
It was Blackstone s ambiguous reflections on the limits of the prerogative, which, J. C. D. Clark
suggests, facilitated reconciliation between Tory intelligentsia and the Hanoverian regime.
Blackstone was by no means accepted uncritically by all Tory writers in their discussions of the rights
of the crown. Nonetheless, Eastwood s and Clark s suggestions indicate that, in the late eighteenth
centur , relative ambiguit persisted regarding what the ideal of Britain s mi ed government and
balanced constitution actually entailed. As Gunn has suggested, this ambiguity enabled old Tories to
defend notions of regal supremacy well into the reign of George III (1760-1820) [2].
The issue of the e tent of the ro al prerogative within Britain s constitutional arrangement was
broached controversially in 1764, by Timothy Brecknock, a lawyer and previously pro-Newcastle
newspaper journalist, in Droit de le Roy. The work comprised a length delineation of the sovereign s
hereditary claim to the throne, not unusual in light of the dynastic controversy which had punctuated
the reigns of George I and George II. Yet Brecknock was concerned not simply with establishing
George III s right to the throne, but also with asserting his right to the «same absolute, sovereign and
regal power over the subjects of this nation, that his royal predecessors, the kings and queens of
England, have heretofore claimed and enjoyed» [3]. The argument rested on the conservative notion
that James II, conscious of his own violation of the Anglican Coronation Oath, had abdicated the
throne in 1688 rather than been deposed.
Consequently, Brecknock claimed, «this realm admits no inter regnum»; the crown had merely
passed to the next Protestant successor «by the laws of the realm», its power intact [3]. To support
his argument that the prerogative had not been diminished by the Glorious Revolution, Brecknock
turned to contemporary constitutional practice. The king contained in himself the whole power to
assent and enact legislation presented by the Houses of Parliament; he provided «the life of our law
the life of our peace». The notion that the king s power to enact laws relied upon the assent of the
parliament, rendering the upper and lower houses partners of sovereignt in a «tripartite and coordinate government call [ed] mixt monarchy» was inaccurate. The consent of parliament remained
a privilege and this institution did not exercise «a co-ordinate, co-equal, co-rival and collateral power
with the sovereignty of royalty». To presume this to be the case was to ignore the stock from which
their power derived: «the power they have is not originally in themselves, but proceeds from the kings
[sic] grant and favour; they are mere concessions of grace». [3] It was, in essence, a top-down theory
of government which continued to postulate a model of monarchical power as the basis from which
liberties were derived. Importantl , it rejected Whiggish notions that the crown s power e isted
within mutuall consensual limitations. Consequentl , Brecknock s pamphlet ignited controversy
and was burned in order of parliament. It is interesting to note, however, that Brecknock, disappointed
b Newcastle s failure to advance his career, had perhaps believed that Droit de le Roy would serve
his ambitions in the new reign. [4] Obscuring notions of constitutional balance and inflating the
powers of the crown did not, it would seem, need an American revolt for inspiration.
The American crisis, though, facilitated an explicit assertion of regal supremacy from the old Tory
hosier and religious writer, William Stevens, in his response to the Whig cleric, Richard Watson.
Stevens attacked the basic presumption of Watson s theory of constitutional balance. A balanced
constitutional arrangement was dismissed by Stevens as «weakly constructed» and one which, as
Tacitus had theorised represented a «mi ture that
must inevitabl bring on convulsions, and end
in dissolution of the body politic». Moreover, it was a theory which was unsupported by English law:
«for by the law, the three estates of the realm are the Lords spiritual, the Lords temporal, and the
Commons, the King not being one of the three estates; but distinct from, and superior to them». For
evidence, Stevens relied on the idioms of ritualistic rhetoric which outlined the duty of the subject to
the state: «the office of our church for the 5th of November», in which the prayers for preservation
referenced not the «three estates, Kings, Lords, and Commons, but the King and the three estates
of the realm of England assembled in Parliament». Similarly, the prayers read during parliamentary
sessions declared «the High Court of Parliament assembled, not with, as co-ordinate, but under our
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most gracious King, as subject to him». For Stevens, this language provided adequate evidence of
regal supremacy. So did the oath of allegiance: «We do not swear to bear faith and true allegiance to
the King and the two houses of Parliament, as our supreme and sovereign Lords, nor is there any
treason against the Parliament; but we swear to bear faith and true allegiance to the King, and him we
are from defend to the utmost of our power». With this final piece of evidence, Stevens moved
towards a dismissal of parliamentary sovereignty. Indeed, he proceeded to argue that the fact that the
Commons and Lords took oaths of allegiance to the monarch demonstrated that they were «not the
sovereign authority» but merely «fellow-subjects», subordinate to the supreme authority in the state,
the king [5]. Harry Dickinson has argued that, in the decades following the Glorious Revolution,
Tories gradually accepted parliament as the irresistible, sovereign power in the state to preserve the
doctrine of non-resistance [6]. In the context of the American Revolution, Stevens was willing to
emphasise monarchical sovereignty for the same reason.
The notion of regal supremacy was fundamental to old Tory incriminations of resistance. Stevens
had urged that there was not «any treason against the Parliament», for subjects did not swear
allegiance to this body. This argument had been elaborated in 1776 when Stevens edited and republished the work of the Jacobite and Non-Juror Roger North, entitled A Discourse on the
Constitution. Its purpose was «to show the public how they are imposed upon» by «absurd
interpretations of the constitution», and «to furnish them with a few rational principles concerning
the nature of civil power
and the positive laws of their own countr ». North s text opened with a
defence of the Tory doctrine of non-resistance put in simple, legal terms: «nothing can justify
resistance, but what will amount to a just and legal defence upon an indictment of High-Treason». It
was a constitutional maxim that the king could do no wrong, and «the law against compassing the
death of the king, hath no exception». North proceeded to outline the necessity of absolute
sovereignty, a power which «wherever it is lodged, is and must be uncontrollable and irresistible»?
The notion was a iomatic, for a government which was resistible was no government at all. North s
essay was willing to admit, tentatively, that this irresistible power was lodged «in the crown, together
with the two houses of parliament when dul assembled being what is termed the legislative power,
which no subject ought to gainsay or resist». Thus, technically, North acknowledged the notion of
parliamentary sovereignty. But, the arrangement between the three bodies, King, Lords and
Commons, was not of equal stature in practice. Whether there is «a legislative power in esse or not,
there is always a supreme power which commands all the forces in the state», and this power was the
crown. The two houses retained a co-authority through the possession of a negative voice on
legislative acts and could give rise to new laws through the right of petitioning the crown.
Nonetheless, «beyond this concurrent power in legislature» parliament did not «claim any proper
agency whatsoever in the government». It was the crown which gave existence or agency to the laws;
the power of the crown was the coercive force in the constitution and the supreme power which
rebellion challenged.
By the 1770s, the American colonists were moving increasingly towards a rejection of
parliamentary sovereignty, placing emphasis instead on allegiance to the crown alone. This provided
the perfect backdrop for the revival of an understanding of legislative power (and resistance to its
laws) which emphasised the role of the monarch. North s te t argued that it was the King s assent
which was the pivot in Britain s constitutional arrangement; he was the basis of the law, not
parliament. It was impossible that «resistance with force» could take place against the legislature, for
laws themselves are but the voice or words of power, and have authority to create a duty, but no active
force to compel obedience, or to which resistance can be applied when the e ecutive power comes
forward with a strong hand, then there is somewhat to resist Therefore resistance or obedience
relate wholly to the executive power, without which the legislative is weak and ineffectual. Now all
the rest of the supreme power of the government of England
being owned to reside in the crown,
makes the crown of England irresistible with force, upon any pretence whatsoever such opposition
being a crime laws style treason or rebellion» [7].
From this perspective, American rebellion against British law did not constitute the exercise of a
historic right of resistance; nor could it be legitimised as a rejection of parliamentary authority.
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Rather, it entailed resistance to the authorit of the crown and, as North s te t clarified, this resistance
«the laws style treason». The arguments advanced by Stevens and Roger North were out of step with
those of ministerial Whigs and conservative discourse more broadly. Conservative condemnations of
the American case generally concurred with the Declaratory Act (1766) in asserting the rights of
parliament to counter American complaints [8]. It was «The King and both Houses of Parliament»
which comprised «the supreme Legislature of this Country» and retained «a general, unlimited Right
to make Laws for binding the People, in all Cases whatsoever» [9]. Thus American assertions that
the implementation of legislation devised by this body was tyrannical were unfounded. Moreover,
the notion that the American colonists, while accusing the British government of tyranny, had come
to support the power of the King as distinct from parliament provide dammunition for Whig
supporters of the British government s polic of coercion. In 1777, William Markham argued that the
colonists «maintained, that a king of England has the power to discharge any number of his subjects
from the allegiance that is due to the state» [10]. Meanwhile, in parliament, Lord North pointed
out that it was «the characteristic of Whiggism to gain as much for the people as possible, while the
aim of Toryism was to increase the prerogative». In the current dispute, it was the «administration
[which] contended for the right of parliament, while the Americans talked of their belonging to the
crown. Their language therefore was that of Toryism» [11]. Thus, by defending the sovereignty of
parliament and rejecting American attempts to enhance monarchical power, Lord North was able to
lay claim to true Whig principles. Nonetheless, despite these differences, the American rebellion
encouraged the emergence of a broad, authoritarian consensus between old Tories and conservative
Whigs. Indeed, as Langford has argued effectivel , the coercive policies adopted b North s
administration, and his decision to pursue armed conflict against the American colonists, won
consistent support from old Tories in parliament [11].
It was not until the prerogative was attacked specifically that conservative Whigs placed emphasis
on the importance of monarchical power within Britain s constitutional arrangement. Conservative
Whig discourse advocated the benefits of Britain s mi ed government and balanced constitutional
arrangement. As the royal chaplain, Robert Lowth, subsequentl bishop of St David s, O ford, and
London, explained in 1764, incorporating «a due mixture of several simple forms of government,
those of One, of a Few, and of Many» enabled the state to «retain as far as possible the advantages,
and to e clude the inconveniences, peculiar to each Ever one of the Three Powers is a moderating
power, placed between the two others» [12]. In 1784, it was to the balanced nature of the constitution
that William Pitt turned to defend his appointment and refute Fo s claim that the House of Commons
was the real agent of government, with the right to force a ministry on the King [13]. The British
constitution, Pitt urged, was composed of «mixed powers» and rested on a «balance amongst the three
branches of the legislature». Should Fo be successful and the King s prerogative to appoint his
minsters be undermined the «constitutional independence of the crown» would be «reduced to the
very verge of annihilation», distorting the «boasted equipoise of the constitution» [14]. Pitt s
argument lends credence to John Derr s suggestion that, despite «the temptation to call Pitt a Tor
[as a means] to provide a neat and convenient way of giving clarity and consistency to the party
differences of the period», «all the major political groupings were Whig» [15]. Pitt s defence of the
prerogative was derived from the Whig tradition, and Pitt always considered himself to be nothing
other than Whig. Thus his arguments, rather than signify ministerial reversion to old Tory doctrine,
reasserted the fractured nature of the Whig tradition. While, under North, Whig arguments had been
used to defend the role of parliament, now the same ideological tradition was used to protect the
powers of the crown. As Britain edged into the 1790s, this trend was perpetuated, facilitating a promonarchical, anti-populist consensus between old Tories and conservative Whigs. This laid the
foundations for the emergence of the broad, anti- populist, authoritarian consensus in the nineteenth
century which contemporaries would label «Tory».
The publication of Thomas Paine s Rights of Man (part 2) in 1792, with its «keenest vengeance»
directed towards the institution of monarchy, followed by the murder of Louis XVI in 1793, pushed
the defence of monarchy to the forefront of the conservative agenda. In this context, conservatives
continued to adhere to the notions of mixed government and a balanced constitution. Yet emphasis
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on the integral nature of the prerogative within this constitutional arrangement received wide
countenance. John Bowles, barrister and friend of Stevens, in his A P e aga
T. Pa e «Rights
of Man» (1793), referred to the monarchy as one of three branches in a balanced constitution. The
blending of these powers had «caused the happiness and splendour of Great Britain», proving the
apprehensions of Tacitus «unfounded». Within this arrangement, the crown s powers were «limited»,
«connected», and «dependent upon other powers» [16]. Nonetheless, the monarchy was depicted as
integral, for the prerogative was the fountain of justice , the spring which puts laws into e ecution
and therefore gave activit and energ to the whole s stem [16]. Although conservative Whigs
might continue to assert the «mixed» nature of government and the «balanced» nature of the
constitution, they placed emphasis on the crown as its essence.
Rhetorically, this drew them into consensus with Tories who, although conceding regal limitation,
continued to highlight the supremacy of the crown. Ambiguity persisted regarding what the ideal of
Britain s mi ed government actuall entailed in practice, providing those predisposed towards
monarchy with a considerable degree of space in which to manoeuvre. In a charge delivered to the
Grand Jury, in 1799, Henry Gwillim, Chief Justice of the Isle of Ely, focused upon British
constitutional complexities and commenced with a recital of an ostensibly Whig appreciation of the
combined «benefits» of monarchy, aristocracy and democracy which excluded the evils of each of
these forms. In the process, he dismissed the apprehensions of Tacitus, exploited previously by
Stevens, that the combination of these three forms was visionary. However, Gwillim quickly
reminded his audience that his emphasis lay on the notion of combined «benefits» not combined
forms. As Tacitus had suggested, the latter could not last long: «three jarring interests, three powers
co-ordinate and co-equal in the state, must soon have terminated in anarchy and confusion». Rather,
the glory of the British constitution, and the «ingenuity of its contrivance», was the combination of
the benefits of three forms in a singular form, monarchy: the beaut of our form of government
While it unites the benefits of each, it is in itself one and simple: it is a monarchy; the power, and
dominion, and sovereignty are lodged in one only: the king reigns, the king is supreme, the whole
scheme of government is carried on b the king onl , and in the king s name. Thus acknowledgment
of mixed government did not necessarily entail acceptance that the variant powers of the constitution
were equal in stature. For Gwillim, sovereignty continued to reside with the King; he was the
fundamental, and thus supreme, element in Britain s constitution. [17]
Gwillim maintained an understanding of the monarch not as an estate but superior to them: «the
states affect no [e]quality or co-ordination with the sovereign; though they limit his power, they
acknowledge his supremacy: the subject is not distracted where to lay his allegiance: he findeth the
whole power of the state concentrated in one only». [17] It was the monarchy which was brought to
the forefront of authoritarian constitutional defences as the integral component in the workings of
government; the crown remained the essence of the constitution without which the whole apparatus
of government would cease to exist. Nonetheless, even such strong assertions regarding the status
and powers of the crown were coupled with an acknowledgement that its powers did not exist
unbound. Gwillim highlighted that the king acted «not indeed arbitrarily» but «under certain checks
and limitations». These entailed acting «in all cases with the advice of his subjects; in some cases,
with their consent as well as advice». In relation to the latter, the king s «power in matters of
legislation is qualified by the consent of his parliament, the constitutional representatives of the three
estates in the realm». It was necessary for Tory notions of regal supremacy to be accompanied by
acknowledgement that the powers of the crown did not exist unbound, demonstrating the
abandonment of old Tory notions of arbitrary, absolute monarchical power.
Indeed, in the polarised context of the 1790s, zealous defences of monarchical power which
obscured the role of parliament could easily ignite controversy. In 1795, the infamous barrister John
Reeves published his Thoughts on English Government. This publication resulted in his prosecution
for seditious libel, highlighting the rhetorical limits which monarchical defences should adopt within
a state committed to legacies of the Glorious Revolution and the principle of regal limitation. Reeves
were angered by «departures from original principles» demonstrated by the inaccuracies in
constitutional language which «have broken in some Men s minds, the intiret [sic] of Monarchy,
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and given an impression of the King being a subordinate Officer». These «errors and
misconceptions», in Reeves opinion, had «taken their rise from those two great events, The
Reformation, and what is called The Revolution» [18]. Consequently, he undertook a full scale assault
on the latter which entailed a controversial repudiation that 1688 had produced any real constitutional
change: «What disappointment and discomfiture it must be to those idolizers of the Constitution
supposed to be established at The Revolution if the had lived in those wicked reigns of Charles II.
and James II. They would have enjoyed in theory, though not in practice (and theory of the two, is
more considered by modern Reformers), as good a Constitution as they have had since, with the single
exception of a Protestant King» [18].
Turning to the «principles of this supposed Revolution», Reeves pointed out that the statutes issued
once William and Mary had ascended the throne «stipulated nothing for the people» other than the
points in which James II had broken the law, «or what was understood by the generality of men to be
the Law of the Land» [18]. Existent laws formed the basis of the constitution and it was here, rather
than to fanciful schemes or speculations, that individuals should look to discover its nature: «the
English Government is real and substantial; we see it and feel it we know its movements, because
the are regulated b established and known Laws. This is the onl Constitution the Constitution
of our Government, or the Constitution established by Law» [18]. Reeve proceeded to explain that
this Constitution, in «England is a Monarchy» [18].
Reeves justification of this position, though, comprised dubious rhetoric. Like Roger North
(whose Discourse was cited in Thoughts), Reeves admitted regal power in enacting laws to be
«qualified» by the need to obtain «advice and consent» from parliament assembled. Nevertheless,
«the Government, and the administration of it in all its parts, may be said to rest wholly and solely on
the King» [18]. The King, in his dual capacity as legislator and executive, stood at the center of this
constitution as the living embodiment of the laws themselves [19]. Parliament, like the juries who
provided a qualification of the King s power in an e ecutive capacity, was only an occasional
presence; it was the King who provided the active and perpetual force in the constitution; a basis of
power which could continue without the other elements, but without which the other elements could
not survive: «Those two adjuncts of Parliament and Juries are subsidiary and occasional; but the
King s Power is a substantive one, alwa s visible and active. The Monarch is the ancient stock from
which have sprung those goodly branches of the legislature, the Lords and Commons, that at the same
time give ornament to the Tree, and afford shelter to those who seek protection under it. However,
these are still only branches and derive their origin and their nutriment from their common parent;
they may be lopped off, and the Tree is a Tree still. The Kingly Government may go on, in all its
functions, without Lords or Commons, but without the King his Parliament is no more. The King,
therefore, alone it is who necessarily subsists, without change or diminution» [20]. The phraseology
of «lopping off» constitutional branches was controversial and this passage was seized upon by the
parliamentary opposition. The primary figure in the Loyalist Association movement, established in
1792, Reeves easily warranted their disgust and they instigated proceedings against him for seditious
libel [21].
Seizure upon the language of Thoughts reflected a deeper anxiety amongst the Opposition Whigs
about the ideological mood of the nation and the exertions of executive power. Indeed, their
prosecution of Reeves was strategic, coming in the wake of the suspension of the Habeas Corpus
(1794) and at a critical moment in the passage of Pitt s «Two Acts» in 1795 [19]. The Whig lawyer,
Thomas Erskine, exploited the connection between Reeves publication and the bills: «if that House,
in its intemperance and folly should carelessly pass these insults on the Revolution» contained in the
pamphlet, «the consequences would be dreadful; more especially as they were proceeding with bills
founded on principles utterly subversive of everything for which the Revolution was dear to the
people» [21]. With the bills just about to proceed to the committee stages, the «repudiation of Reeves
was a political necessity, not an optional choice» for Pitt [19]. Reeves position as a Government
employee made it difficult for the administration to distance itself from him and although Pitt initially
moved that the orders of the day be read, his hands were tied. Only Windham attempted a
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parliamentary exoneration of the work, without much success. Meanwhile, the majority of
government supporters retreated [1].
Reeves prosecution was significant in that it demonstrated the rhetorical boundaries within which
the prerogative could be protected. Reeve was eventually acquitted on the grounds that, while the jury
found his publication «very improper», they were not convinced he had been motivated by a desire
to subvert parliament [1]. Even so, it was only in 1798, once the furore had died down, that the AntiJacobin Review roused itself to vindicate Reeves work. Despite the prior controvers , the review
protected Reeves understanding of the constitution. The reviewer attacked Blackstone s ambiguous
constitutional reflections which countenanced inaccurate notions of balance: «we state, without fear
of contradiction, that it is ridiculous to talk of three branches without a stock». The King was the
supreme power and the power legally exercised in the Privy Council disproved the notion that his
power could «only exist in Parliament» [22].
Similarl , in its review of Reeves work in 1799, the British Critic broached the issue of
constitutional and unconstitutional principles. Reeves principles were not unconstitutional, claimed
the reviewer, because they were not inconsistent with the law and, though they might not have been
called upon until recently, this by no means meant that they were inaccurate [23]. Thus, although
Reeves language might have been controversial regarding parliament, his interpretation of the
constitution as essentially monarchical promoted commendation and concurrence from the Tory
reviews.
In 1799, Reeves issued a more moderate espousal of his own views on the importance of the
monarch of Thoughts (Letter Second). There were no ambiguous metaphors; no endorsements of
«lopping off» constitutional branches. Reeves claimed this had referred only to the prorogation of
parliament and by no means suggested that kingly government should exist alone. Furthermore, while
his controversial Thought (Letter First) argued that the only thing which had essentially changed in
1688 was the monarch s religion, this latter, moderated work phrased this argument more
conventionally: the «wise and temperate» conductors of the Revolution had specifically «guarded
against any diminution of the Monarchy»; it was the preservation of «the ancient hereditary Monarchy
of this Realm, with its Laws and Government» which represented «true Revolution Principles» [18].
Yet, while his argument was moderated, Reeves continued to contend for regal supremacy. He
criticised those who spoke of the king s assent «as if the thought the King at best but a third part
in a tripartite concern ver little above a Countersigning officer, to give the final authority» [18].
New perspectives on government were assigned to the Puritanism which emerged in the reign of
Elizabeth I, gaining strength under James I and Charles I, «until it succeeded in setting up two Houses
of Parliament against the King, and at last gave origin to the Rebellion of 1641». At this point, new
notions of government had emerged: «That they were in effect the makers of the Law; that the King
indeed gave his assent; but that he was bound to give it, and had no right to put a veto on a measure
once agreed upon by both Houses, and to reject the Laws that upon the whole, the Monarch was
a mixt Monarchy, and that the Lords and Commons were ingredients of equal quality with the King
in the composition .these Notions of Equalit were the principal grounds of arguments upon which
the Parliamentarians justified their exercise of sovereign power, in levying Troops, and carrying on
the War against the King, which ultimately led to destroying the whole Constitution .After Such
an application of it, we need not doubt that such an opinion is entirely anti-monarchical; and has a
direct tendency to introduce a Republic» [18].
Here Reeves exposed his underlying anxiety. The authority of the King was undeniably threatened
b a misunderstanding of the government as mi ed because it obscured his power in a legislative
capacity. This could open the door to a domineering and dangerous House in Common. In response,
Reeves sought to instil an understanding of the royal prerogative as the centre of the constitution
which certainly should not be considered as nominal. His perspective, in short, was both anti-populist
and pro-prerogative.
Reeves defence of the powers of the crown, though it cited Hale, Hooker and Coke, amongst
others, for support, was not exactly «scrupulously Whig», as J. C. D. Clark suggests [2]. Indeed, the
protection of the crown s powers was central to John Gifford s Anti-Jac b Re e
early, self-
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conscious appropriation of the term «Tory», in 1800: «We are Tories and High-Churchmen» claimed
Gifford, continuing that «as Tories, then, we are strongly attached to the Constitution of our
Government, as established by law, and as existing by law at this time ...The rights of the
SOVEREIGN and the Rights of his subjects, as settled by law, we hold it to be our duty to defend to
the utmost of our power» [24]. Of course, the capitalisation and italics in this sentence, and the
emphasis that they assigned to constitutional roles, were not accidental. More interesting, though, is
the work which was being reviewed at the time that this identification was uttered: John Reeves
Thoughts on English Government Letter the Fourth. In this article, Reeves was praised by the AntiJacobin Review as having «more deepl studied the nature of our Constitution
[and having]
acquired a more extensive knowledge of its legal operations than an of its modern assailants or
defendants» [24]. Consistent with his earlier works, this pamphlet argued for the preservation of a
strong royal prerogative premised on a constitutional understanding of the legal supremacy of the
crown. This was the constitution Reeves had argued, which was established by law, and, in protecting
it, the Anti-Jacobin Review was willing to appropriate the epithet of «Tory». In the process, the
reviewers acknowledged a departure from the «Whig» position increasingly monopolised by the
Whig opposition led by Charles James Fox. Others were not so comfortable with the ascription of
these historical party labels. One reviewer in the British Critic, in 1799, suggested that the terms
Whig and Tory had «certainly departed from their original significations» and that «it would be best
to drop the terms». Indeed, Tories no longer advocated the ideology of divine right to preserve the
absolute position of the king and the acceptance of parliament s role signified a departure from
defending arbitrary exercise of the prerogative. Nonetheless, the notion that revived terminology was
contemporaneous with a revival of the general standpoints adopted by the two historic parties was
hinted at b the reviewer s recognition that, «at present, their general meaning seems to be, that the
one wishes to support, the other to weaken the power of the Crown» [25]. Allan Maconochie, Lord
Meadowbank emphasised these dispositions when writing in the Quarterly Review in 1809.
Meadowbank discussed Whig and Tory identities at the time of the Glorious Revolution: « [there
were] a few partisans of absolute power; there were a few republicans...but the great mass of the
people...were attached to the constitution of their country. Of these one half saw more danger in the
encroachments of the crown than in the influence of demagogues with the people: these were called
Whigs: the other half apprehended more from the turbulence of the people, and the ambition of
factious leaders, than from the crown: these were called Tories». Neither party had necessarily
conformed to strict principles, though there were those amongst them who, of course, advocated
ideological e tremes. Rather, in Meadowbank s opinion, difference functioned on the basis of
prejudices or, more precisely, anxieties regarding the constitution: the element perceived to threaten
it most; the element considered integral to its preservation. Subsequently, whether Whig or Tory
sentiments had dominated the nation at large depended on the specific constitutional danger. Under
George III, Meadowbank contested that the attempt, in 1784, to usurp the prerogative of choosing
ministers had rendered the nation momentarily Tory; so too had the French Revolution [26]. In these
reviews, a distinct Tory identity, whether the term was comfortably accepted, was not rooted in the
specific doctrines of absolutism but the general disposition of defending the rights of the crown. In
this respect, although Tory identity continued to correspond with its historical origins, it was not fixed
or confined to this historical meaning. Rather, its ideological characteristics were in the process of
being renegotiated. Amidst the game of ministerial musical chairs which characterised the early
nineteenth centur , the King s prerogative of choosing ministers was brought to the fore again. The
Tor reviews defended the integrit of the crown s power from the perceived encroachments of the
opposition, ensuring that different attitudes towards monarchical power remained a point of
distinction. In 1804, the collapse of Addington s weak administration was succeeded b the
commencement of Pitt s second term in office, though not before a contest between the leading
candidates and the crown. The Anti-Jacobin Review pointed out that the attempts of Grenville and
Windham to «force» Fox into the cabinet could not be considered «in any other light than as an
invasion of the regal prerogative». Should these attempts be sanctioned, «we scruple not to say that
the crown must have been reduced to an absolute cipher, and the constitution of the country...virtually
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at an end» [27]. Gifford therefore praised Pitt for stepping forth again as the «champion of the lawful
prerogative of the crown, and, consequently, the guardian of the people s rights» [27] The italicisation
sought to vindicate an action easily characterised by the opposition press as occurring in antithesis to
the rights of the people. In the opposition Oriented Morning Post, George III s determination to keep
Fox out of office was condemned. This publication asserted that «While the crown struggles for a
little portion of its will, the public service suffers, the public strength is impaired, and the glory of the
empire is retarded». The Anti-Jacobin Review replied, quite simply, that «If the word party had been
substituted for crown, the description had been more accurate, but less Whiggish» [27]. Indeed,
opposition Whig attempts to limit the powers of the crown were frequently painted as self-serving
endeavours to advance individual ambitions at the expense of the nation at large. Gifford s response,
«less Whiggish» by inference, turned to the necessity of preserving the integrity of the prerogative.
Though the characters of Grenville and Windham were respectable, if Pitt had stood aside and enabled
their attempts to be successful, it would have set a dangerous precedent. The reasoning behind this
argument engendered a full blown paneg ric on the importance of the crown s legal rights: «to whom
the King delegates the executive offices of the state is a matter ... of little consequence ... of ministers
it may truly be said, a breath may make them as a breath has made. However, the King is a permanent
being; in the eye of the constitution, he never dies; and it is of primary importance that his rights and
prerogatives should remain inviolate and uninvaded, because they are vital parts of the constitution,
with which the liberty and happiness of the subject are indissolubly connected and interwoven». With
«the visionary speculations of wild enthusiasts» still afloat, whose doctrines had succeeded in
«shaking half the thrones of Europe to their base», for Gifford, it remained essential not to weaken
the safeguard of British political liberty vested in the monarch: his power was the preservative of
subjects happiness; it was not nominal but rather the ver heart of the constitution [27].
Therefore, in the late eighteenth century, Tories no longer defended absolute, arbitrary
monarchical power. The did, however, continue to defend regal supremac within Britain s
constitutional arrangement. This distinguished their arguments from those of conservative Whigs who
emphasised notions of mixed government and constitutional balance. Nonetheless, a broad consensus
emerged between old Tories and conservative Whigs, enhanced by opposition Whig attempts to limit
the powers of the prerogative as well as the anti-monarchical character of the French Revolution. This
consensus was both anti-populist and pro-prerogative: it focused on the importance of preserving the
crown s powers within Britain s constitutional arrangement and the dangers associated with popular
encroachments. This facilitated distinction from Opposition Wiggery and encouraged revival of the
term Tory. This term was not void of meaning and used merely in differentiation from the term
«Whig», increasingly monopolised by the opposition. Rather, it corresponded, generally, with the
pro-monarchical character of late seventeenth-century Toryism, but was underpinned by doctrines
renegotiated to suit a new political context.
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